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Details of Visit:

Author: NIK
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: 25/10/05 3.pm
Duration of Visit: 1 hour
Amount Paid: 300
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: New Stars
Website: http://www.new-stars.co.uk
Phone: 07584496399

The Premises:

Very large apartment block in an upmarket area.

The Lady:

Both girls pretty, slim blondes. Both have nice firm breasts and toned figures. Cindy aged 19. Kim
20

The Story:

I really fancied a two girl but who to choose? I initially considered two Brazilian girls who seems a
little older, but had field reports, but then I saw these two cuties. As they didn't have any feeback
here or elsewhere, indeed Cindy was new, it was taking a real chance. Additionally the Brazilian
girls location was very conveniently on my to/from the train station (I walked past it), whereas Cindy
& Kim involved a trek across London.
However I decided to take a chance. I was 15 minutes late as they were located in a massive but
anonymous apartment block between South Kensington and Sloane Square tube stations. It took
me about five minutes to walk around it and find the entrance!
I was a little wary and ready to walk out if I got 'bad vibes' in that crucial first couple of minutes.
However, I need not have feared as they answered the door giggling and smiling. I'm by no means
a tall guy but am taller than most women, and the first thing I noticed is how small and petite these
two were. That's something that isn't usually apparent in photos.
It transpired that their English was minimal to non existent, however this didn't stop Kim (who had
been here longer, although her English was still very poor) saying 'You give me present?' I think
that was the only complete sentence she had managed to learn!
Once the cash was handed over I went for a shower. Whilst in the shower I began to have doubts.
Once they'd got the cash would they deliver? Although they had seemed very friendly prior to this.
I need not have worried, as when I returned to the bedroom they were naked (apart from bras and
panties) on the bed giggling and cuddling each other. The lesbian stuff as far as it went was only a
show, as it never amounted to any more than a bit of kissing and cuddling. However they did the
business with me. Certainly Cindy seemed the far more responsive of the two. Her kissing was
fabulous and incredibly persistent for an escort. I've noticed some wg's kiss to begin with and then
stop as though to say 'that's got that part of it out of the way.' Not so with Cindy, even after I'd come
twice and Kim (who didn't kiss much) had gone into the bathroom, Cindy continued to kiss me
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passionately. I suppose as she couldn't talk to me it was the only thing to do! She was also
incredibly responsive when I went down on her lovely pussy. It was also pleasing to note that she
wasn't shaven, which makes a nice change these days!
While neither girl was quite as attractive as her photos - a professional photographer makes anyone
look better, and contrary to what some reports say NOBODY looks better than their pics - they were
both pretty with young firm bodies. Both had gorgeous firm breasts. Indeed they were so good I
thought they'd both had boob jobs which I normally don't like at all. However, if they had they were
the best I've ever seen as they looked so natural, so maybe they were just young and natural?
After the first round they gave me a massage as they couldn't hold a conversation. The massage
was excellent, including full body to body stuff, but it was a little unnerving to hear them speaking to
each other in their EE language. I wondered if they were taking the piss out of me or talking about
who was going to do the washing up!
Obviously you couldn't take girls like these out for a meal. It makes you wonder if anybody has done
that with an escort who can't speak English! Must be a bizarre experience!
So with some reservations a great experience. Seeing them lying their with their pretty faces close
together was the climax of the encounter in more ways than one!
I'd defintely see Cindy again - the kissing was almost worth the entry fee alone and you can't beat
kissing a pretty girl - but Kim was less responsive. She's actually going home in a couple of weeks
anyway so is evidently not 'trafficked'!
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